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November 17, 2013 

New truck

ElephantsWorld is very excited about the donation from Blue&White Logistics! We now can carry

double the amount of banana trees in our new truck! This is an extremely important donation as we 

must drive long distances, especially in the dry season,to collect banana trees and crops for our

elephants. We now have reliable transportation and a lot of room to stock up on food for our hungry

elephants. Thank you Blue & White Logistics!!  (look also on page 3)

During his holiday in Thailand (end of september) our Secretary of 

Help the Elephants Foundation has taken these photos at Elephants 

World where workers make a stone wall around the tree at the dock 

on the river. This is to 

protect the roots of the 

tree, otherwise the tree 

will soon topple by 

wash away the soil 

around the roots.
< new sitting

place for our

visitors who

want to watch

our elephants in 

the river.

www.help.elephantsworld.org
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November 12, 2013 

ElephantsWorld on Twitter and Instagram

ElephantsWorld has finally joined Instagram and 

Twitter! Make sure to follow us to receive daily

pictures of all of our elephants. If you’ve been to 

ElephantsWorld, please tag us in your photos!

You can follow us on Twitter and Instagram

November 8, 2013 

Lockers donated

Friends of Dr. Samart generously donated

lockers to ElephantsWorld! 

Now, our visitors can feel comfortable

leaving their belongings behind and can fully

enjoy their elephant experience! 

Thank you!!

November 7, 2013 

Elephant Art

ElephantsWorld recently received a visit from

an extremely talented artist named Khwan. 

She has created sculptures and paintings of 

many of our elephants in the past, and today

Malee was the lucky elephant to be drawn!

Visitors on the pier experiencing our elephants up close.

With Thailand Treks in Chiang Mai

you can book tours with a visit to

Elephants World.

http://www.thailandtreks.com

info@thailandtreks.com

SAVE ELEPHANTS
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Google earth visits

ElephantsWorld

Several members of the Google 

Earth team visited us in 2013 and 

2014 and participated in the entire

day program with this 20kg camera 

on their back the whole time! The 

footage will be used in order to 

create a virtual ElephantsWorld

tour of our sanctuary!

Tree planting at Salakpa Wildlife Sanctuary

Several of our volunteers, along with a large group of Thai people

helped to plant trees at the Salakpa Wildlife Sanctuary. 

Love for photography

This is Marvin Blunte from USA. 

He is living in Thailand and he is 

helping a primary school named

Moo Baan Dek. This school has 

around 166 students. Of these, 44 

were orphaned, 16 were homeless, 

15 abandoned, and 48 coming 

from broken homes. He wants to 

introduce to these kids the love

for photography. He is teaching 

the teachers of Moo Baan Dek 

how to use a camera so they can

teach this to the kids. Marvin is 

also giving very good cameras to 

the kids. His dream is that these 

kids can express their feelings

through the cameras. Kung, the 

principal of the school, is also

helping Marvin in his goal. Moo

Baan Dek is 15 minutes far from

EW and they needed a colourful

place full of life and fun so we 

kindly offered our area.

ElephantsWorld is very excited

about our most recent donation

from Blue&White Logistics! 

We now can carry double the 

amount of banana trees in our

new truck! This is an extremely

important donation as we must 

drive long distances, especially in 

the dry season, to collect banana trees and crops for our

elephants. We now have reliable transportation and a lot of

room to stock up on food for our hungry elephants. 

Thank you Blue & White Logistics!!   nov. 2013
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We want to thank Chevrolet 

Company for supporting

ElephantsWorld! 

Without YOU this just could not

happen! (beginning 2013)

Tripadvisor

review also

written on

facebook

from an

elephant lover

Let’s paint a brighter future!

Elephant Parade is the world’s largest open air art exhibition of decorated

elephant statues that seeks to attract public awareness and support for

Asian elephant conservation. 

Be part of it

Parades: Hongkong 2014                   UK National Tour 2014      

California 2013                   Trier-Luxembourg 2013    

Hasselt 2012                        Singapore 2011  

Milan 2011                          Copenhagen 2011

Heerlen 2011  http://www.elephantparade.com/

SAVE ELEPHANTS
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Our volunteer Tom returned in sept 2014 for a week and used his skills to help create a new and 

unique riverbed and viewing platform plan. A big thank you to him for all his hard work!

DESIGN PROPOSAL

-new river platform-

Design requirements

The new river platform should

support approximately 100 

visitors while they watch the 

elephants bathe.

It should allow for brief observations of the elephants as 

well as comfortable longer stays at the river (several

hours). Wheelchair users should be taken into account, as 

well as a small storage space (8-10 m2). Finally, there is a 

demand for a floating platform that allows visitors to walk 

closely to the elephants, without actually getting into the water.

Concept & design description

Since a comfortable group rarely consists out of 100 people – due to the fact that within such a group usually subgroups

exist wich are for example families or groups of friends – the design consists of a number of small platforms in a similar

style. Because of the same formal appearance, they form one design, yet because they are small in size they offer an

opportunity for subgroups to have their own platform and watch the elephants in relative privacy. Also when multiple 

guiding groups are brought to the river simultaneously, the use of a set of smaller platforms can be applied to prevent 

interference between the groups.

The shape of the small platforms is derived from the organic shapes in the surroundings of the platform, mimicking the 

lillies wich can be found everywhere in the water. The distinction between the individual platforms is made by slight

height differences. The lowest platforms are only 30 centimeters above the highest water level, and because of this low 

height, the visitors can have close contact with what is happening in the water.

The design consists of two phases, one located where the current river platform is, the other one on the ‘peninsula’ closer

to elephant island. The one near elephant island contains 5 low platforms near the river, after wich the row of platforms 

makes a turn and gradually goes up, rather than going up and down. The row of platforms going up also contains 5 

platforms, the highest of wich has a floor level at 3.30 meters above the highest water level. The upper four platforms also

have a bench following the curvature of the platform, wich allows visitors to sit down and relax at the highest point for a 

good view. At the same time, the bench provides a point of stability as if it were a fence.

Similarly, the platform closest to the water have a seating area wich is created by making an elevated area in the middle of 

the platform. This elevated area can be used to sit on as a group, it can be used as a bench, and apart from that platform 

itself can still be used to stand on. The elevated area follows the contours of the platform, and is 50-60 centimeters high.

The phase on the place of the current river platform starts off with a similar row of alternating platforms at either 30 or 80 

centimeters above the highest river level. Instead of making a turn and going up however, it ends in a floating platform. 

This is made by a bridging structure of painted steel beams connected to the nearest shore platform on the one end, and to 

the floating platform on the other end. The platform floats because of a number of empty barrels that are fixed underneath

the platform. Because the connections of the bridge are hinges, the floating platform can go up and down with the water 

level, without damaging the constructions.

Finally, the three platforms closest to the place wich the elephants use to enter the water are made accessible to 

wheelchair users. This is done by embedding a second platform in the ground, and covering it with sand, thus creating a 

shallow ramp. The reason for embedding the second platform is to prevent a gap between the platform and the ground if

erosion might occur. To prevent that the wheelchair can unroll of the platform, a rim of at least 5 centimeters has to be

made on the edges of the platform.

SAVE ELEPHANTS

Our new website of Elephants World is finally online, look at www.elephantsworld.org
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Once again we are pleased with the experience our visitors gain when they

visit ElephantsWorld!

Special cemeteries for elephants
Posted on 14 april by “thailand totaal”

National symbol of Thailand gets respectful farewell.

Elephants are Thailand's national symbol. At the 

moment they have blown out their last breath they

earn them a final resting place which suits an animal 

of such national importance. Because the Thai understand the meaning of these 

animals there are in the country special cemeteries here and there where these 

jumbos can rest in peace. Surin is one of the Thai provinces with a large 

population to domesticated elephants. In Ban Ta Klang, situated in the Tha Tum

district, is at the temple Wat Pa Ariang a special elephants cemetery is 

constructed for a respectful last farewell to this giant quadrupeds. A plot of forest 

adjacent to the temple is turned into a cemetery for dead elephants with about 100 

graves where the remains of the jumbos are buried in the shade of the trees. A 

prominent feature of this cemetery is that the gravestone on each grave is built in 

the shape of a headpiece worn by warriors from the past.

Thai elephant gets dentures

Posted on 07/01/2004 by Belga

An 80-year-old elephant in 

Thailand was equipped with 

false teeth in what is a world 

first according to Thai 

animals physicians. The old 

elephant Morakot was slowly 

starving to death because he 

was unable to chew his food.    

The elephant was still kept 

alive by injections of saline 

solutions, vitamins and 

antibiotics but was already 

four times succumbed 

because of lack of nutrition. 

Oneday the elephant was 

sedated and fitted with false 

teeth.    The teeth are 15 

inches wide and have a U-

shape. They are made from 

stainless steel, silicone and 

plastic. The following days 

the elephant is closely 

followed to see if the 

operation was successful.

ElephantsWorld
90/9 Moo 4 Baan Nong Hoi, Wang Dong
Kanchanaburi 71190, Thailand
+66 (0) 34 514 800 (Thai/English)

6-9-2014 ; Found on the grounds on ElephantsWorld. Is it a leaf? Is it a twig? 

Noooo it's a Phyllium Philippinicus... or also commonly known as a leaf

insect.
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